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Territory Resources Pty Ltd 
ACN 100 552 118) 
(Territory Resources)  

The purpose of this document is to assist creditors with understanding any relationships that the liquidators 
(Liquidators) have and any indemnities or upfront payments that have been provided to the Liquidators. None of 
the relationships disclosed in this document are such that the independence of the Liquidators is affected. 

This information is provided to you to enable you to make an informed assessment on any independence concerns, 
so you have trust and confidence in our independence and, if not, can act to remove/replace us if you wish. 

This declaration is made in respect of ourselves, our partners, the firm McGrathNicol, which for the purpose of this 
declaration includes the McGrathNicol Partnership, the McGrathNicol Advisory Partnership and McGrathNicol 
Services Pty Ltd. 

 

A. Independence 

We, Rob Brauer and Rob Kirman, of the firm McGrathNicol have undertaken an assessment of the risks to our 
independence prior to consenting to act as Liquidators of Territory Resources in accordance with the law and 
applicable professional standards.  This assessment identified no real or potential risks to our independence.  We 
are not aware of any reasons that would prevent us from accepting this appointment. 

 

B. Declaration of Relationships 

B1. Circumstances of appointment 

On 16 November 2020, Rob Brauer (a partner at McGrathNicol), received a telephone call from King & Wood 
Mallesons (KWM), being the legal representative of TransAsia Private Capital Limited (TransAsia), a financier to a 
group of entities that includes Territory Resources, to discuss Territory Resources’ financial position and consider 
options for the appointment of an external administrator.  At that time, Mr Brauer was informed that discussions 
were ongoing between TransAsia and the director of Territory Resources which would determine whether a 
voluntary administrator or, instead, a liquidator would be appointed. 

Territory Resources is a wholly owned subsidiary of Gold Valley Holdings Pty Ltd (GVH).  Prior to the call on 16 
November 2020 referred to above, Mr Brauer was aware of GVH and some of its subsidiaries (the Group) as a result 
of the following events: 

 On 6 August 2020, Rob Brauer and Jamie Harris were appointed Receivers and Managers of Maroon Gold Pty 
Ltd (Maroon Gold).  GVH is a circa 30% shareholder of Maroon Gold.  The Receivers and Managers were 
appointed by each of RIVI Opportunity Fund LP and AMAL Security Services Pty Ltd (AMAL) as security trustee 
for TransAsia. 

 On 29 October 2020, Rob Brauer and Rob Kirman were appointed as Agents for the Mortgagee in Possession 
to the assets of Warrego Operations Pty Ltd (Warrego) by AMAL as security trustee for TransAsia.  Warrego is a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Territory Resources. 

 At around the same time, and as part of the understanding required to undertake the Warrego appointment, 
KWM informed Mr Brauer that TransAsia was a secured creditor to GVH having lent approximately USD 15 
million.  This loan was secured by (among other things) GVH’s shareholding in Maroon Gold (30%), GVH’s 
shareholding in Territory Resources (100%), Territory Resources’ shareholding in Emmerson Resources Ltd (3%), 
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as well as all of the assets of Warrego.  Territory Resources and Warrego are guarantors of TransAsia’s loan to 
GVH. 

Despite the above, the call received on 16 November 2020 was the first time a potential appointment of any kind to 
Territory Resources was discussed with Mr Brauer and prior to this time there was no detailed understanding of the 
Group or Territory Resources’ position within it.   

During the 16 November 2020 call, Mr Brauer was advised that AMAL, as security trustee for TransAsia, had 
exercised its security rights in respect of the shares of Territory Resources and convened a general meeting of 
shareholders for 19 November 2020 for the purposes of proposing a special resolution that the company be wound 
up.  Mr Brauer was requested to provide a consent to act during that call. 

Shortly thereafter that day, Mr Brauer had a telephone discussion with representatives of TransAsia to discuss the 
proposed liquidation of Territory Resources and the Group more generally. 

On 17 November 2020, Rob Brauer and Rob Kirman executed a consent to act as liquidator of Territory Resources.  
Further phone calls took place with KWM and TransAsia over the next two days to explain the liquidation process to 
TransAsia and the steps that a liquidator would typically be required to undertake in any liquidation. 

On 19 November 2020, AMAL passed a special resolution to wind up the company and an ordinary resolution to 
appoint Rob Brauer and Rob Kirman as Liquidators of Territory Resources.  

In our opinion, these meetings, phone calls and events do not affect our independence for the following reasons: 

 Only very limited discussions (with the secured creditor and their legal representatives, rather than company 
representatives) occurred regarding Territory Resources prior to our appointment; 

 It is recognised by the Courts and the CoPP that pre-appointment advice on the insolvency process and 
available options for stakeholders is necessary and does not amount to an impediment to accepting an 
appointment; and 

 The nature of the advice provided was such that it would not be subject to review and challenge during the 
course of the liquidation.  Nor would the advice influence our ability to be able to fully comply with the 
statutory and fiduciary obligations associated with the liquidation in an objective and impartial manner.  

Details around our view on the Group appointments are set out at section B4 below.  

We have provided no other information or advice to Territory Resources, its director and its advisors prior to our 
appointment beyond that outlined in this DIRRI.  

 

B2. Prior professional services to the Insolvent 

Neither we, nor our firm, have provided any professional services to, or in relation to, Territory Resources in the 
previous 24 months. 

 

B3. Relevant Relationships (excluding professional services to the Insolvent) 

 

Name Nature of relationship Reasons  

TransAsia  TransAsia is the beneficiary of 

a charge on certain assets of 

Territory Resources, including 

We believe these relationships do not result in a 

conflict of interest or duty because: 
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the shareholdings held by 

Territory Resources in 

Emmerson Resources Ltd. 

 

McGrathNicol is undertaking 

two other restructuring 

projects on referral from 

TransAsia, being Maroon Gold 

and Warrego (detailed below).  

 Each professional engagement undertaken in 

relation to a particular entity or group of 

entities is conducted on an entirely separate 

basis.  

 These engagements are only commenced after 

full regard is given to potential conflicts of 

interest in relation to all interested 

stakeholders. 

 McGrathNicol has not undertaken an 

engagement for TransAsia in respect of 

Territory Resources. 

 There were no dealings with the director of 

Territory Resources (Mr Xie) prior to or during 

the course of making the appointment in his 

capacity as a director of this entity.  Mr Brauer 

had met the director previously in his capacity 

as a director of Warrego and as a potentially 

interested party in the receivership sale of the 

Maroon Gold assets.   

 There were no dealings with the former 

director (Mr Parnell) of Territory Resources 

prior to or during the course of making the 

appointment in his capacity as a director of 

this entity.  Mr Brauer has previously had 

approximately two discussions with Mr Parnell 

in his capacity as a director of Maroon Gold in 

the normal course of the receivership process. 

 The role undertaken by the Managing 

Controllers of Warrego and Receivers and 

Managers of Maroon Gold, will not influence 

the Liquidators’ ability to be able to fully 

comply with the statutory and fiduciary 

obligations associated with the liquidation of 

Territory Resources in an objective and 

impartial matter.  We are not aware of any 

disputed intercompany dealings between 

these entities. 

Maroon Gold Pty Ltd 

 

 

 

The holding company of 

Territory Resources, Gold Valley 

Holdings Pty Ltd, is a major 

shareholder of Maroon Gold 

and therefore and an associate 

of Territory Resources.  

Rob Brauer and William Harris 

were appointed Receivers and 

Managers of Maroon Gold on 

6 August 2020 (Receivers and 

Managers). The receivership of 

Maroon Gold is continuing. 

Warrego Operations 

Pty Ltd (Warrego) 

 

 

Warrego is a subsidiary (and 

therefore an associate) of 

Territory Resources. 

Rob Brauer and Rob Kirman 

were appointed Managing 

Controllers to Warrego on 29 

October 2020. The 

controllership of Warrego is 

continuing.  

Steven Parnell 

 

 

 

Steven Parnell is a former 

Director of Territory Resources.  

Steven Parnell is also a former 

director of Warrego and a 

current director of Maroon 

Gold.  
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Yuzheng Xie 

 

Yuzheng Xie is a director (and 

therefore an associate) of 

Territory Resources.  

Yuzheng Xie is also a director 

of Warrego.  

Given these factors, our independence in acting as 

liquidators of Territory Resources has not been 

affected. 

 

Refer to additional comments at section B4. 

 

B4. Group appointments  

As specified on page one of this Declaration, the Liquidators have been appointed as Receivers and Managers / 

Managing Controllers of two other companies within GVH group of companies. 

The Liquidators are of the view that the appointment to the GVH group of companies will have significant benefits 

to the conduct of the liquidation, including cost-savings and enabling an as accurate as possible view to be 

obtained of the activities and financial position of the companies as a whole.  The Liquidators are not aware of any 

inter-company transactions within the group at this stage, and at this time are not aware of any potential conflicts 

of interest arising from the appointments over the various group members.  However, to the extent it becomes 

apparent that pre-appointment dealings between companies in the group may give rise to a conflict which may 

impact the outcome for creditors of a particular company, then the Liquidators undertake to disclose any such 

conflicts to the creditors and, as appropriate, seek Court directions regarding how to resolve the potential conflict. 

 

B5. No other relevant relationships to disclose 

There are no other known relevant relationships, including personal, business and professional relationships, from 

the previous 24 months with Territory Resources an associate of Territory Resources, a former insolvency practitioner 

appointed to Territory Resources or any person or entity that is entitled to enforce a security interest in the whole 

or substantially the whole of Territory Resources’ property that should be disclosed. 
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C. Indemnities and up-front payments 

We have been provided with the following upfront payment for remuneration for the conduct of this liquidation: 

 

Name Relationship with 
Territory Resources 

Nature of indemnity or payment 

TransAsia 

 

TransAsia is the 

beneficiary of a 

charge on certain 

assets of Territory 

Resources, including 

the shareholdings 

held by Territory 

Resources in 

Emmerson Resources 

Ltd.  

TransAsia, a secured creditor to the Group, has agreed to 

provide $25,000 funding to the Liquidators to meet some of the 

costs and expenses of the winding up, after the appointment. 

This has not yet been paid into the liquidation bank account and 

there are no conditions attached to the funding.  

This does not include statutory indemnities.  We have not received any other indemnities or up-front payments that 
should be disclosed. 

Dated: 2 December 2020 

 

 

 

...........................................................................    .............................................................................. 
Rob Brauer       Rob Kirman 

 

Note: 

If the circumstances change or new information is identified, we are required under the Corporations Act 2001 and the ARITA 
Code of Professional Practice to update this Declaration and provide a copy to creditors with our next communication, as well as 
table a copy of any replacement Declaration at the next meeting of the insolvent’s creditors.  For Creditors’ Voluntary Liquidations 
and Voluntary Administrations, this document and any updated versions of this document are required to be lodged with ASIC. 

Please note that the presentation of the above information is in accordance with the standard format suggested by ARITA. 
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